


112 Tracks.
Each exactly two minutes long.
Various contexts.
All using the human voice.





1. Jules Bryant - Listen to Me 
A continuance of my exploration of the stigma of suicide ideation
and the need to listen and be heard.
A simple structure of 5 tracks within Ableton Live, looped with a 
non persistent beat so that they all move out of phase depending
on their length so that the harmonics and interactions change as 
the piece progresses. 

2. Flavourbus - The Able Birds
2 mins using spoken word, a little sampled bird voice some 
computer noises and experimental music.



3. Ben Presto - The (N)oice
Nice Obsessional Christmas Plunderphonics
https://soundcloud.com/oinko

https://soundcloud.com/oinko


4. Paul Khimasia Morgan – Ruinous Inter



5. Mark Hammonds - San Marco Drift
Pretentiously entitled San Marco Drift, it’s a prime example of the 
Extreme Amateur Ambient genre. Prompted by the thought that 
the magnificent St Mark’s Square in Venice was once lagoon, 
and may become so again, I faded my field recording of the 
wonderful echo-chamber effect that is naturally generated there
in to a piece called Drifting that I lazily generated using the Eno 
Scape app. Simples.

6. Autonomaton - Ancient Alien Lost Communication Language
"Hallo from Bulgaria"

7. Ben Clayton-Wolfindale - Hard Times Come Again No More
Its my take on the traditional 1854 Stephen Foster song... 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hard_Times_Come_Again_No_More
I had the song on my brain lately - its got one of those melodies -  
and given these truly bleak times, I thought I'd give it a shot. 

8. Jumble Hole Clough - The Start of an Adventure



9.Thee Alex – audiot111toidua

10.Kev Hopper - Robots Against Corbyn

11. Steven Ball - Famous Last Words
voice and bass guitar



12. Cloven - Evening Butcher
even evening, the even evening the wind, her her, wincher 
wind is, winds win cher, the the dis her dis . . . cursing versing with
evening butcher

spoken phrase originally recorded with Matt Rogalsky for a 
performance of Mureau by John Cage and David Tudor that 
Matt and i gave in at City University, London, 2002, and that 
phrase has been subsequently modified here through granular 
synthesis using the software ‘Borderlands’ by Chris Carlson on an 
iPad 2 

13. bret hart - HAIR FARM and MOON BOOM
voice, voice samples, percussion electronics. North Carolina



14. Rasalasad featuring Fernando Ribeiro ( Moonspell) - This
www.rasalasad.com
This track features a spoken word piece by Fernando Ribeiro from
the group Moonspell.

15. Smallhaus - The Doors Were Shut Just As We Tried to Move 
Forward  
It's almost entirely vocal, with a little bit of guitar in there

16. SPDA - Obliteration
 a set of improvisations around using the voice, but often with the 
voice very masked or hidden.



17. James Worse - Purplethrones

18. Dave Clarkson - Chocoholic
Ingredients - My voice, a heartbeat and a supermarket robot, all 
in a synth sauce.

19.James Kerr - A Tale of Two Cities
James Kerr is a singer and songwriter with Snakeskin Shoe Review, 
Scotland's number one indie rock psike folk novelty pop band.

20. Matt Warren – Taorht
Websites: http://www.mattwarren.com.au 
http://roomofsilencerecords.bandcamp.com/



21. KA Laity - Auguries Amended
I have long been obsessed with William Blake. The main 
character of my novel OWL STRETCHING quotes from him 
extensively, usually incorrectly. My current novel in progress is 
named from a line of his (Hire Idiots). I love his art, his idealism, his 
sheer bloody minded devotion to his muse. But I had to amend 
him to fit into the two minute length, so I chose the lines from 
Auguries of Innocence that resonated most today in this current 
dystopia.
The photo is from my year living on Galway Bay. I miss the wild 
wind and water. I wrote so much.



22. Hari Hardman - U

23. raxil4 - Under The Ramp 13.44 - 23.11.16

24. Sam Fendrich - Converting the Preachers
Richard Leigh : Vox
Konzuaaka Kuzenstan : Piano
Poet and Composer : Sam Fendrich

25. Dirch Blewn : Dead Souls

26. I Transform - The Guidance
Country: Sweden

27. Gavin Parry and Marcus H - Ink Apes



28. Anthony Osborne - I Wish That I Could Fly
I Wish That I Could Fly – All voices, vocalisms and  treatments : 
Anthony Osborne.
Anthony Osborne is a London-based composer and improvising 
musician. He breathes as well as his asthma allows.



29. Mike Forehead - Asking Pardon of an Abbess

30. Viv Corringham – Losing



31. The Melting Ice Caps - Ocean Going
Further info: www.themeltingicecaps.co.uk

32. Thee Faction - Fuck Off Coca Cola

33. skitter -  which means yes

34. Stephen Shiell - 502
Assemblage of field recordings:
- Pauline Oliveros’ ‘XVI’ sonic meditation recorded in the West 
Kennet Long Barrow, Avebury, Wiltshire
- Soundtrack of voice from a Super 8 film projection, alongside 
the sound of the projector mechanics
- Child singing in Stockwell
- John Steven’s ‘One, Two’ piece and improvised bell, St 
Augustine’s Tower, Hackney
- Strangers chatting on a stationary tube train

35. John Harvey - British Landscape
‘British Landscape’ is the title of an art history module that I taught
biennially for over twenty years. In 2008, I began making podcasts
of the ten 50-minute lectures. The composition compresses over 
eight hours of lectures for each of the five years’ delivery (2008, 
2010, 2012, 2014, and 2016) to two minutes duration. The five, two-
minute derivatives are superimposed on top of each other. In this 
way, the method of composition is analogous to the process of 



geological compression and stratification in the landscape.

Personnel: John Harvey.
Instrumentation: Adobe Audition CS6, Olympus Digital Voice 
Recorder DS-40.
Source: Lectures presented on the AH32110 British Landscape 
module, School of Art, Aberystwyth University, 2008–16.



36. Dave Jackson - Sublingual
recorded in Leicester 30th November 2016

37. Voices of Kwahn - Tunnel (excerpt)
The Pylon King and Anna Homler

38. Gagarin - We Are All Seekers After The Truth

39. Ammonites - Flames
Ammonites are Chris Corner and Chris Whitehead

40. Graham Graham Beck
The (16) words used are:   Hip, Hop, Skip, Jump - Crash, Bang, 
Wallop, Thump - Twist, Bend, Kick, Shake - Think, Dream, Drop,        
Wake.
The method: All the words have been recorded directly to a 
drum pattern, with no editing (so, they are all live 'takes'). Hence, 
words merge & take on different sounds - with the odd slip-of-the-
tongue mispronunciation. Other instrumentation has been added
(from a 'DJ Stylophone' & a keyboard).
Website: http://www.graham-graham-beck.co.uk



41. Rubble Sack - Spiel



42. Ivor Kallin - Economics With The Thruth
I'm maybe calling it 'Economics with the Truth', but if you agree 
that this is a terrible title, then see if you prefer 'On ginging to thon
giggly gig'.
Personally, the latter is growing on me.
Voice of me, accompanying myself on the Indian harmonium. 
With apologies to the Cutlery Man, of which this was not 
intentionally inspired.

43. Mark Browne - Misplaced
I should have played the Mopomoso festival at Iklectik today (4th 
Dec 2016). This would have been my first solo saxophone concert 
in two years. Instead I find that I have an arm and hand that do 
not work as they should. Not a lot of pain but the co-ordination 
between left hand, right hand and mouth has been impaired. 
The elbow hurts. Attention turned to “Utterances”. I thought that 
I’d use the Lol Coxhill harmonium with a saxophone track over the
top with a little bit of spoken text. The harmonium worked well, 
but without being capable of playing the saxophone, I put 
together a short text and opened the piece with my daughter’s 
unprovoked pronouncement on my saxophone playing from 
2006.



44. Zatan - Mona's Folly
Duncan MacDonald - voice; Dan Reddy - voice and treatments

45. Sky High Diamonds - Residue
All sounds have been achieved by manipulating vocal only. 
Many Thanks,
Sarah Gatter



46. Petridisch - 13
Voices provided by Petridisch and Lia.
All material written, performed and produced by Petridisch.
Boston MA

47. Cryostasium - Into Anethesia

48. Elizabeth Veldon - A Christmas Poem

49.Project Mycelium - Future Boy

50. Simon Fisher Turner – KIDSLIDE



51. Jude Cowan Montague - Fantastic Life
Extract from the audio for 'Fantastic Life' made for Big Deal at the 
Q Park Leicester Square by Montague Armstrong.



52. Mike Cooper - Bangkok Street Singer
-voice from Bangkok Street -- a blind couple I encountered one 
day -- she sang and he played a small electronic keyboard - from
about 2000 -- I tried on subsequent visits to find them again, many
times, but never did. I realised after some time that these street 
musicians sometimes travel by bus from villages outside to busk in 
the streets of the cities all over Asia - so maybe they didn't even 
live in Bangkok. One of the most beautiful street singers i ever 
heard. Recorded on a mini-disc recorder. I paid them by the 
way.

53. Paco Rossique - Mantles 8 disolitude
There is no fear of loneliness when there is noise.
There is no fear of atonality when we have reason.
There is no fear of the crowd when we can disappear in our own 
shadow.
Painting, all sounds and treatments by Paco Rossique



54. Paul Margree - Larynx Data

55. Ingrid Plum - Smile (Kill The Angel)

56. Steve Layton - Rot

57. Steve Beresford – Mothphone



58. Matt Burnett - Every Time We Make A Record We Talk About 
That Dog
http://mattburnettmusic.com



59. Tomáš Šenkyrík - Nedelní ráno (Sunday Morning)
Early in the morning my children and their fiends ran to my
studio in pajamas. They’ve started to play on my instruments, 
especially
Ukulele and Korg MS 20. The final track is a sound collage from 20
minutes children’s studio working, screaming, talking etc…
Contact: www.soundcloud.com/tomassenkyrik
Czech Republic

60. Phil Maguire - Saroyan
I love Aram Saroyan's Minimal Poems, and how they look on the 
page has translated into a very distinct sound and texture in my 
mind. Not being able to express this externally, I have 
compromised, and read several of his poems, overlaid with field 
recordings that contain at least one of the sounds, textures, 
events, that I feel in my mind.

61. The Original Beekeepers -  Will I Still Be Your Man?
Here's our contribution. A little song which got left off "River" plus a
burst of chatter from an old blank tape picked up from a charity 
shop to make up the two minutes.

62. Duncan Goddard - the dream, january 2008
(being a two-minutes-exactly piece for treated voice. our 
narrator is, in fact, a text-to-speech programme reading a diary 
entry)



63. Danny McCarthy - (Re) writing (Hi)story (A Sonic Opera)
It's from a work I did in Triskel Arts Centre, Cork 

64. Net - Zeb
Loop (Erik) + Scooper, Black Hole DSP, Clouds and A-145 LFO

65. Toby Cottrell - Stereo Mono Toby

66. Phil Durrant - Pink and Green Phonogenes
The piece features a modular synth sampler called 'Phonogene'. 
The sample used is taken from a recording of Claire Burrell from a 
piece I did for the Seven Sisters Group many moons ago.
From the manual I quote: "The Phonogene is a digital re-visioning 
and elaboration of the tape recorder as musical instrument. It 
takes its name from a little known, one of a kind instrument, used 
by composer Pierre Schaeffer.

67. Iris Garrelfs - Faulty Retrieval
I've been singing a lot recently, various old tunes to brighten up 
dark days. But, my grip on words is tenuous at the best of times so 
whilst happily singing away, the lyrics got mangled (points for 
getting which ones, but no washing machines). So, I thought, let's 
take the theme further and do a thorough mangling. Whilst doing
so I found myself weirdly nostalgic for an old CD player that 
would do lovely skipping noises when the CDs were a bit grubby. 
Should have kept it just for that! 



68. Mike Adcock - Baby_2
a piece for child's toy, metronome and cigar-box guitar.

69. Roger "ErocNet" Sundstrom - Oral World
Sound source from my mouth and sound manipulated with 
vstplugins 

70. Melodius Gunk - March of the Swamplings
 semi-improvised recording

71. Jerry Wigens - Blather
The piece consists of five tracks of untreated mouth, lip and vocal
sounds. Each track was
recorded without reference to the others (ie other tracks, if 
already recorded, muted while recording
new track). The piece is about nothing in particular, the title 
being derived from the grumbling,
nonsensical talking sounds. Some manipulation of the position of 
certain sound cells occurred after
recording and some copying and pasting occurred to maximise 
clarity. I also took advantage of the
panning option on Garageband.

72. Phil Hollins - Hmm



73. The Oneirologist - Concept Formation
Modified voice recording from the voice over of an eLearning I 
have been designing.
https://theoneirologist.bandcamp.com/

74. James O'Sullivan - Boogboog
Otis O’Sullivan: voice/ guitar/ toy car
( I do feature also on the track, but I thought I’d follow the 
‘extended family’ theme)
-James

75. Eden Grey - In The Bunker

76. Kathy Hulme - Magnolias

77. Wolf Girl - Wolf Girl

78. Longstone  - Obsess
originates from a  (very) manipulated sample of the word obsess 
(funnily enough)

79. The Reactor Core Is Splendid - Only One Osaka
Field recording in a clothes shop on holiday in Osaka, Japan ). 
Many shop staff have to chant a greeting and this lad's chants 
with the piped music attracted me.
Looped about a bit also.



80. Greta Buitkute & Charlie Collins - Complies
Greta Buitkute   voice
Charlie Collins   percussion
Live studio recording
Music © Buitkute / Collins



81. Staraya Derevnya - Kefir
Here's is a little song for vocals and amplified rocking chair with 
the edition of kazoo, cello, flute and guitar, recorded among 
screaming cats on Givat Hairusim farm near Tel Aviv and mixed in
London.
More staraya derevnya recordings at 
http://starayaderevnya.co.uk

http://starayaderevnya.co.uk/


82. Paul Morris - The Cocktail Party Effect
Around forty tracks of Deptford, Lewisham and Bromley markets
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cocktail_party_effect



83. Martin Hackett - Flower Market

84. Tristan Burfield - Mantra Parts 1 & 2
The track comprises of a vocal study for processed voice (with an
adjoining guitar and vocal duet section). All sounds were 
processed using an SM58 Mic and Boss VE-20 Loop pedal 
(combined with natural room acoustics). The piece is previously 
unreleased and was recorded in my former studio at St Mary 
Colsanay, Church in Norwich. http://www.tristanburfield.com

85. Rose Knapp - Black Hand Rose Garden Delay
Rose Knapp is a poet, producer, and multimedia artist. She has 
EPs and LPs on D.M.T. Records, Nerang Recordings, Far East 
Sound and others. 
She currently lives and works in Manhattan.
Website: roseknapp.net



86. Postcards From The Volcano - The Eyes
Recorded in Groenendaal, on the outskirts of the Sonian Forest, 
Brussels (BE) and tweaked in Tottenham, London (UK), December 
2016. 
The title is a nod to the ghost that is said to haunt the titular forest 
in the form of fog followed by small shadowy figures.
Postcards From The Volcano is Stephan Barrett and Helen Frosi.



87. Horizonte de Sucesos - Sobral
All sounds were made from Melisa´s voice 
Location: Córdoba, Argentina.

88. Juanjo Palacios - SILENCIO

89. Listen Lisse - Neiyaiar
Credits: Lisa McKendrick
www.listenlisse.co.uk

90. The Vicious Circus  featuring Matthew Lee Knowles (voice)
- A Google
The Vicious Circus are Dave Maric (electronics), Elo Masing (violin,
electric guitar)
Info about us:
http://www.squib-box.com/artists/vicious-circus/



91. Bobby Barry - The Good Baptist

92. Roshni Bhagotra - YES
www.roshnibhagotra.com

93. Jon Andriessen and Adam Horovitz - Prelude
Jon Andriessen (guitar) and Adam Horovitz (poem and vocal).
Simple biogs:
Adam is an award winning poet and Jon is  a member of the 
band Ghost Mind.

94. Jose Rojas - Steadsplace
"Steadsplace" is a vocal and rhythmic music for all occasions and
seasons.
Jose Rojas Navea (born in 1978, Santiago de Chile), Chilean 
musician and researcher with a Bachelor in Fine Arts and 
Musicology studies at the Universidad de Chile. He is self taught in
Electronic and electroacoustic music. His main musical 
production has been composed and performed to dance 
companies and many choreographers in the last ten years. As a 
researcher, he coordinates the project KURICHE web and 
electronic publishing platform which is dedicated to the diffusion 
of artistic practices of African roots in Chile. He is a Member of the
Chilean Electroacoustic music Community (CECH), of the Chilean
Popular Music Studies Association (ASEMPCh) Actual residency: 
Edinburgh, Scotland, UK.



95. Kendo - Que ce que c'est
This is a true story and I wanted to write it down before it 
becomes too distant in my memory to trust or to recall.

It is set in Springfield Comprehensive School in Middlesbrough in 
the spring of 1973 when I was 11 years old. I think it was a fairly 
tough but generally well disciplined school. At least our class,
1A1 usually was.

We were being taught French by Mr Cahier, a native French 
speaker. Mr Notebook now sounds unlikely but that’s how I 
remember it. The desks were set out in rows either side of the 
room and Cahier was teaching from the channel down the 
middle. I was sat on the front row on the right hand side as you 
walked into the class and the unfolding drama took place 
directly in front of me.
You can therefore trust this is an accurate description of the 
events that took place.
For the purpose of telling the story I am now going to switch to 
present tense and write in school
play format.





The main characters are of course Cahier plus 2 kids in the class- 
Paul Pearson (Peo) and John Scanlon (Scan). The rest of the class 
are watching on.

So Cahier is using the écouter/ répété method of teaching us 
how to say Qu'est-ce que c'est?



Cahier - Qu'est-ce que c'est?

Class - Qu'est-ce que c'est?

Cahier - Bon, qu'est-ce que c'est?

Class -Qu'est-ce que c'est?

Cahier - Tres bon, Qu'est-ce que c'est?

Class - Qu'est-ce que c'est? (with a lone voice pronouncing it 
Qu'a-ce que c'est?)

Cahier - Qu'est-ce que c'est?

Class - Qu'est-ce que c'est? (again with a lone voice 
pronouncing it Qu'a-ce que c'est?)

Cahier (calmly hones in on Peo) Qu'est-ce que cest

Peo (only) - Qu'a-ce que c'est?

Cahier - Non, qu'est-ce que c'est?

Peo - Qu'a-ce que c'est?



Cahier - (starting to get a bit agitated but still calm) - Non, qu'est-
ce que c'est?

Peo - Qu'a-ce que c'est?

Rest of Class - muffled laughter

Cahier (more agitated but still calm) - Non. Qu'est ce

Peo - Qu'est ce

Cahier - Que

Peo - Que

Cahier - C'est?

Peo - C’est?

Cahier - (feel much better. He thinks he's nailed it) - Tres bon. 
Qu'est-ce que c'est?

Peo - Qu'a-ce que c'est?

Class - Roar with laughter



Cahier (now raging) - Throws a punch at Peo who sways out of 
the way and the punch lands on

the side on John Scanlon’s nose.

Class - Stunned silence. A few of the class console the now 
bloody-nosed Scan as they exit the classroom.

The End.



Footnote

As I said, a true story. It was so strange because from memory 
Cahier hadn't previously shown any psychopathic tendencies. 
You might wonder what happened to him? He was never seen at
Springfield again but alas apart from that we never found out. 
You can make up your own ending.

Me and Dave Pye (who provided the wonderful illustrations) are 
Kendo. Thank you for indulging us.

96.  Las Naves de Antofagasta - Gacela del Amor Imprevisto
words by a Spanish poet, sounds by the Millennium Bridge



97. Jaguarundi - Emissao de Edicula

98. Elise Prins - Coming From A Creative Act
Ever since I heard Josh Wink’s “Higher State of Consciousness” in 
the mid 1990s, I’ve been fascinated by the sound of the time-
stretched voice, including the stuttering artefacts of the 
technology available at that time.  
I make most of my music using Pure Data, by working iteratively 
on processes rather than whole compositions, and then 
combining these in adaptive patches. For “Utterances” I have 
taken a 2 minute snapshot of a patch, which I was using to 
experiment with pitch and time, using voice samples I had 
recorded. Looping to create rhythms, and time-stretching them 
to create pitches.    
Other examples of my work are here: 
http://eliseplans.net/docs/portfolio/ .
I thoroughly enjoyed making the piece, though found it terrifying 
to pin down a static version of what could potentially be an 
infinitely varying patch in Pure Data.  



99. Dead Voices On Air - The Pin Dots
Marco Roberti, Nico Frazier, Mark Spybey
Recorded in Cordoba, Argentina, Bailey, CO, USA and 
Northumberland, UK



100. Rob Flint - This Moment Was Two Minutes

101. Neil Gordon-Orr - Stranger Things
A song in which spaceships may, or may not, hover over Hither 
Green

102. Michael Ridge - Human Voice Microcassette Collage

 "Human Voice Microcassette Collage" is as the titles suggests 
created from various field recordings captured on my Olympus 
Microcassette Recorder - it features my own voice, lift in a 
shopping centre, walkie talkie chatter at work, tannoy 
announcements, voicemail on my phone, museum audio guides 
and snippets from a cheap Lotus Buddhist Music Machine.



103. Martin A. Smith - Shadows On The Farthest Shore
The sound of a voice calling into the dark

104. Melyssa Azevedo - Regress
Made from samples of amplified breath via a contact mic and 
oxygen mask contraption (with delay pedal), sine tones, 
electromagnetic fq converted to sound, field recordings and 
vocal improv.    

105. Emily Price - A

106. Roger Mills - Eno(t)erance
Eno[t]erance is based on convolution reverb responses of Brian 
Eno interviews that have been edited together and processed to 
form an ambient soundscape of his speech utterances.

107. Adam Brett - Kerala
Pouring rain in a tent by a river in Kerala, 1 Indian guy singing old 
Hindu pop-songs.

108. Ruth Sanderson - The Green Little Anne of the Cat Prairie 
House Gables Visitor
I loved reading as a child and two of the extracts in this piece are
from books I got for Christmas; The Cat Visitor from Ten Tales of 
Shellover by Ruth Ainsworth and The Little House on the Prairie by 
Laura Ingalls Wilder.  The third extract is from a book I didn’t read 



until I was in my twenties but I knew the story much earlier from TV
adaptations that I loved; Kim Braden in the early version and 
Megan Follows later on played Anne of Green Gables by LM 
Montgomery. This is the first of a whole series of books that follow 
the adventures of Anne, my third favourite adoptee.

109. Steve Moyes - Elgan's Tractor and Various Other Sources of 
Entertainment

110. Richard Sanderson - Why I Do Morris Dancing
Sound Source - Blackheath Morris Men
www.blackheathmorris.com



111. Rahel Kraft and Korhan Erel - Harscht?
Rahel Kraft, voice/electronics
Korhan Erel, electronic composite instrument

112. Contstantine Michaelides - The Whisper of a Thousand Voices

image by Constantine Michaelides





Painting by Paco Rossique



Mouth to Ear
Ever since I completed the last end-of-year open access 
compilation “Open the Window”, I've been wondering how I 
could follow it, and played about with several complicated 
ideas. The concept I needed though was one that would make 
contributing to the release as simple as possible for anybody to 
take part. When my good friend Kev Hopper suggested “songs” I 
thought about it, but considered how many of my friends have 
never, and would never, sing – let alone compose a song- I 
envisioned a very sparse collection. But the idea resonated with 
me- after all, the voice is the one instrument we all possess, even 
if we don't use it as such. By opening up the idea to include 
spoken word, poetry, field recordings, found sound and 
processed vocals, it became something to run with.

The results are here- an astonishing 112 tracks, that's 3 hours and 
44 minutes. Itself a pretty sobering statistic. As before, tracks have 
come from all around the world, from musical and non-musical 
friends, singers, sound artists, poets, writers, rock and pop 
musicians and improvisers. I have made no attempt to sequence 
them (except a slight tweak at the very end), merely uploading 
them in the order they come in, resulting in some accidental but 
very pleasing juxtapositions.

2016 has in many ways been a really horrible year, a year when 
countries and people shunned internationalism and embraced a 



cold, isolationist, angry and distrustful agenda. This compilation, 
to my ears, rejects this, as artists from across the globe have been
keen to share their sounds and to take part (albeit for just two 
minutes) in a communal project. And despite everything, very 
few tracks are noticeably angry – indeed several are quite funny, 
many are contemplative and some are very beautiful indeed.

My job was to cajole people into taking part (I'd still like more 
people who have no connection to the “avant garde scene”- 
whatever that actually is- to take part. I know scientists, journalists,
and many old folkies who I would have loved to have 
contributed) and to trim the tracks that strayed over 2 mins by a 
second or two down to the correct size. And to write this of 
course.

So...how to listen? Dip in and out, play as a massive block (say 
between breakfast and lunch) or do what I do- upload them into 
an iPod and set to random and enjoy the chance two minute 
encounters when they appear amongst your usual stuff.

Finally do look up some of these artists, because all of them do 
really interesting stuff.

Thanks for being there

Richard Sanderson



Linear Obsessional Recordings
Christmas Eve 2016
LOR085D
www.linearobsessional.org

“Utterances” was put together by
Richard Sanderson

http://www.linearobsessional.org/

